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S U M M A R Y
The Amatrice–Norcia–Visso sequence is characterized by complex behaviour that is somewhat
atypical of main-shock–aftershock sequences, as there were multiple large main shocks that
continued for months.

In this study we focus on the Amatrice sequence (main shock 2016 August 24, Mw = 5.97)
to evaluate the apparent stress values and magnitude-dependent scaling in order to improve
our knowledge of processes that control small and large earthquakes within this active region
of Italy. Apparent stress is proportional to the ratio of radiated seismic energy and seismic
moment, and as such, these stress parameters play an important role in hazard prediction as
they have a strong effect on the observed and predicted ground shaking.

We analyse 83 events of the sequence from 2016 August 24 to October 16, within a radius
of 20 km from the main shock and with an Mw ranging between 5.97 and 2.72.

Taking advantage of the averaging nature of coda waves, we analyse coda-envelope-based
spectral ratios between neighbouring event pairs. We use equations proposed by Walter et al. to
consider stable, low-frequency and high-frequency spectral ratio levels which provide measures
of the corner frequency and apparent stress ratios of the events within the sequence.

The results demonstrate non-self-similar behaviour within the sequence, suggesting a change
in dynamics between the largest events and the smaller aftershocks.

The apparent stress and corner frequency estimates are compared to those obtained by
Malagnini and Munafò who utilized hundreds of direct S-wave spectral ratio measurements
to obtain their results. Although our analysis is based only on 83 events, our results are in
very good agreement, demonstrating once more that the use of coda waves is very stable and
provides lower variance measures than those using direct waves.

A comparison with recent Central Apennines source scaling models derived from various
seismic sequences (1997–1998 Colfiorito, 2002 San Giuliano di Puglia, 2009 L’Aquila) shows
that the Amatrice sequence source scaling in this study is well represented by the models
proposed by Pacor et al. and Malagnini and Mayeda.
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I N T RO D U C T I O N

The source parameter scaling of earthquakes is still a controver-
sial issue in the scientific community since the first suggestion of
departure from self-similarity by Aki (1967). A number of studies
state that earthquake scaling is constant (e.g. Ide & Beroza 2001;
Pérez-Campos & Beroza 2001), while others demonstrated that
the dynamic stress-drop increases with earthquake size (Mayeda &
Walter 1996; Mayeda et al. 2003, 2007; Malagnini et al. 2014b).
Kanamori & Rivera (2004) demonstrated that the static and dynamic
scaling relations are not independent of each other and proposed a

relation between seismic moment and corner frequency that takes
into account deviations from self-similarity.

The evaluation of seismic source scaling in a region requires
the comparison between low- and high-frequency measurements.
In fact, most of the energy of an earthquake is concentrated around
the corner frequency, typically near the low- and high-frequency
bandwidth limits for large and small earthquakes, respectively. As
various authors have stated (e.g. Ide & Beroza 2001; Abercrom-
bie et al. 2017) this requires significant path and site corrections
over a wide frequency range, as well as corrections to account for
radiation pattern and directivity. Some studies have used borehole
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measurements (e.g. Abercrombie 1995; Prejean & Ellsworth 2001)
to reduce the uncertainties due to strong, near-surface attenuation,
while others have focused their analysis on a small number of well-
recorded events (e.g. Abercrombie 2013, 2014, 2015). In contrast
to the traditional direct wave approaches, narrowband coda waves
have been used because of their low sensitivity to both radiation
pattern and source directivity, as demonstrated by Mayeda & Wal-
ter (1996) for western United States earthquakes. More recently,
the use of coda waves with an Empirical Green Function (EGF)
approach (e.g. Mayeda et al. 2007; Walter et al. 2017) has been
demonstrated to be an effective tool for isolating the average source
effect. As the Central Apennines seismic sequence 2016–2017 is
affected by significant source directivity (e.g. Tinti et al. 2016), the
large amount of available data and the high density of the INGV
seismic network allow us for a selection of events with excellent
azimuthal coverage for averaging that ensures low scatter due to
source radiation complexity. This type of source complexity is fur-
ther reduced by using coda waves and taking advantage of their
scattering, and hence averaging nature (Mayeda & Walter 1996,
Sato & Fehler 1998, Mayeda et al. 2003).

The coda envelope spectral ratio methodology developed by
Mayeda et al. (2007) used in this study combines the stability of
seismic coda waves and the EGF approach to cancel out the average
propagation and site effects. Furthermore, by applying this method-
ology to a well-vetted and high-quality data set (whose characteris-
tics are described in the following section) significantly reduces the
uncertainty in the data measurements.

Another advantage of the coda approach, as compared to tradi-
tional EGF methods that require colocated event pairs, is the ability
to include more Green’s function events, thereby providing redun-
dancy and lower variance estimates. Specifically, because of mini-
mal moveout for coda waves, event pairs can be selected that have
significant lateral separation (up to ∼25 km) and/or focal mecha-
nism differences, as shown by Mayeda et al. (2007). In fact, the low
sensitivity to the radiation pattern and directivity that characterize
the coda waves allows for small azimuthal variation in the ratios
making the choice of similar focal mechanisms less stringent than
for the direct waves (Mayeda et al. 2007).

This study of stress parameter variation in the Central Apen-
nines region is of key importance for the following reasons. First,
a much deeper physical insight can be gained by understanding the
behaviour of stress parameters that can be useful in the determina-
tion of the interrelationships between the events in a sequence and
among different sequences within the same region. This is particu-
larly important in the Central Apennines, a region recently affected
by strong, damaging earthquake sequences (Colfiorito 1997–1998;
L’Aquila 2009; Amatrice–Norcia–Visso 2016–2017). For example,
time and spatial evolution of the stress field following the main
shock might be of significant scientific interest.

Second, the evaluation of possible systematic increase of appar-
ent stress (or stress drop) with increasing seismic moment is im-
portant as earthquakes with higher stress values (per moment) will
have more intense ground motions than expected under a constant
source scaling assumption. Naturally, this may have an important
influence in seismic hazard studies. As a case in point, Malagnini
et al. (2011) incorporated source scaling derived from the Colfiorito
sequence (e.g. Malagnini et al. 2008) to develop their attenuation
laws for the Central Apennine region. Applying their model on the
2009 April 6 main shock from L’Aquila sequence, they were able
to correctly predict ground motions, demonstrating the necessity
of incorporating the source scaling effect in the development of
attenuation models (Malagnini et al. 2011).

Our study will employ state-of-the-art spectral ratio methods
using narrowband coda envelopes to better constrain apparent stress
and static stress drop for the current study region that can help
further refine attenuation laws for ground motion hazard prediction
in the region.

E V E N T S E L E C T I O N F O R T H E
A NA LY S I S

The Amatrice–Norcia–Visso sequence started on 2016 August 24
with a main shock of Mw = 5.97 (magnitude estimations in this study
refer to R.B. Herrmann’s web page, http://eqinfo.eas.slu.edu/eqc
/eqc mt/MECH.IT/) activating the Central Apennine normal-fault
system near the town of Amatrice. The seismic activity continued
for months including two more main shocks on October 26 (Mw

= 5.89) and October 30 (Mw = 6.33) close to Visso and Norcia,
respectively. This was then followed by a reactivation that occurred
on 2017 January 18, with four Mw > 5.0 earthquakes within 4 hr,
followed by their respective aftershocks.

In this study, we focus on the 2016 August 24 first main shock
and its aftershocks that occurred before the strong events of October
(hereinafter, the Amatrice sequence) taking advantage of the high
quality of the available data in terms of S/N ratio and number of
recordings. We selected 83 events (Mw = 5.97–2.72) recorded by 31
stations with excellent azimuthal distribution (Fig. 1) to study the
source scaling behaviour within the Central Apennines. The three-
component broad-band waveform data were downloaded from the
INGV node of the European Integrated Data Archive (EIDA) at
http://eida.rm.ingv.it/ from velocimeters with a sampling rate of
100 sps and all visually inspected to remove any spurious or bad
records. This choice was done in order to guarantee good high-
frequency estimates needed for the Walter et al. (2017) procedure
(up to 25 Hz) that requires both low-frequency and high-frequency
levels of the spectral ratios. For each event and station, we cal-
culate coda envelope amplitudes for each frequency band in the
range 0.05–25 Hz. For each frequency band we consider a mini-
mum S/N ratio threshold and a critical window length. These two
factors are connected because while the S/N ratio increases with
decreasing coda window length, the resulting coda amplitude be-
comes less stable because of shorter time-bandwidth product. For
example, Mayeda et al. (2003) demonstrated that there is a min-
imum measurement window length beyond which the interstation
coda amplitude scatter stabilizes, but prior to this time the intersta-
tion coda amplitude scatter increases asymptotically to the scatter of
direct S-waves. Coda window lengths were determined by manual
inspection of the time window of the envelope considering the min-
imum window for which late coda measurement was at least three
times larger than the pre-event noise. At frequencies higher than 2
Hz the coda stabilizes at roughly 100 s while for lower frequencies
we use longer windows.

To select among the 83 potential EGFs, we calculate the epicen-
tral distance between each EGF and each of the three target events
using a threshold of 20 km. Although Mayeda et al. (2007) demon-
strated that the use of coda waves allows for event pairs that can
be separated up to ∼ 25 km in their San Francisco Bay Area data
set without appreciable degradation in variance, we use 20 km to
be conservative. Additionally, we only considered events for which
there was at least one magnitude unit difference between the tar-
get event and each prospective EGF event. For smaller magnitude
differences the spectral ratio between the two events would be too
flat and the two corner frequencies would interfere, thus obscuring
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Figure 1. Map of the events (light blue triangles) and stations (red diamonds) used in this study. The black stars are the main shocks used as target events. The
white circles in the background are the whole Amatrice–Norcia–Visso sequence events without any selection.

the high-frequency spectral ratio level (HFL) and low-frequency
spectral ratio level (LFL) limits.

Finally, we point out that the focal mechanisms are prevalently
of normal type for this sequence (from R.B. Herrmann’s web page,
http://eqinfo.eas.slu.edu/eqc/eqc mt/MECH.IT/ and INGV, http://
cnt.rm.ingv.it/), though differences in focal mechanism would not
be a critical factor for the choice of the EGF because coda waves are
not very sensitive to source radiation heterogeneity (Mayeda et al.
2007; Mayeda & Malagnini 2010).

C O DA S P E C T R A L R AT I O S

To reiterate, we fit coda envelope amplitude ratios between large
and small, closely located earthquakes using the technique devel-
oped by Walter et al. (2017) who consider stable LFL and HFL that
can be directly related to the ratio of moments and stress parame-
ters, respectively. The LFL and HFL are the average asymptotes to
the sigmoid shape (Walter et al. 2017) based on typical two-event
spectral ratios assuming a single corner frequency spectral model.
However, as Walter et al. (2017) discuss, the procedure could also
be applied to more complex, multiple corner frequency models.
For the LFL we just need to measure the two event spectral ratio
below the lowest corner frequency where the displacement spectra
are constant, while for the HFL we need to measure above the high-
est corner frequency, where the high-frequency fall off is constant.
If the spectra follow the Brune (1970) shape with a single corner
frequency, then the apparent stress and the Brune stress drop are
proportional and will track each other. In this case the apparent
stress is 0.23 times the Brune stress drop or alternatively the Brune
stress drop is about 4.3 times the apparent stress (Singh & Ordaz
1994).

If the bandwidth is large enough, the Walter et al. (2017) ap-
proach allows us to measure stable spectral ratio levels (HFL and
LFL) because we can use multiple measurements over a number of
individual frequency bands, thus reducing measurement error. Fur-
thermore, the error on our apparent stress estimates is proportional
to HFL to the 3/2 power instead of the cube of the corner frequency,
which occurs when fitting spectral ratios using the Brune (1970)
omega-square source model to try and find the corner frequencies
directly.

For each event and for each station we applied the coda envelope
method developed by Mayeda et al. (2003) to estimate raw coda
amplitudes for 16 narrow frequency bands in a range between 0.05
and 25 Hz. While their original approach applies an empirical 1-D-
path model and site correction procedure to correct the raw coda
amplitudes to obtain source moment-rate spectra, these steps are not
necessary for the current study. As our final goal is to form stable
coda amplitude ratios for closely located events, it is not necessary
to apply the path and site calibration part of their procedure. In fact,
we just need the raw coda measurements that are obtained by fitting
observed coda envelopes with a simple functional form developed
by Mayeda et al. (2003) based on the single-scattering model of
Aki (1969) and taking into account both local and regional coda
envelope shapes (e.g. Mayeda et al. 2007).

The consecutive frequency-band coda amplitudes obtained for
each event and station, were used to calculate amplitude ratios for
each station between a target event and all the other earthquakes
(Green’s function events) that can be paired with it on the basis of
distance (e.g. Mayeda et al. 2007). For the same pair of events we
obtain an average ratio over all stations that measure both events. A
measure of the standard deviation was obtained for each frequency
band in each ratio to evaluate the amplitude ratio variability as a
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Figure 2. Average standard deviation for each frequency band computed over all pairs. Blue circles and bars are results considering all events with Mw ≥ 2.5.
Analogously the other colours indicate: pink, Mw ≥ 3.0; green, Mw ≥ 3.5; red, Mw ≥ 3.0.

Table 1. Target events used for the spectral ratios. Earthquakes locations are from INGV bulletin, Mw from R.B.
Herrmann’s web page, http://eqinfo.eas.slu.edu/eqc/eqc mt/MECH.IT/.

Event Lat (◦) Lon (◦) Depth (km) Mw fc1(Hz) St.Dev. fc1(Hz)

08/24/2016 01:36 UTC 42.70 13.23 8 5.97 0.35 0.09
08/24/2016 02:33 UTC 42.79 13.15 8 5.29 0.77 0.28
08/24/2016 01:56 UTC 42.60 13.28 8 4.46 0.99 0.29

function of azimuth, where the average standard deviations for each
frequency calculated for all pairs and over all azimuths are shown
in Fig. 2.

We used three large events that occurred on August 24th as target
events for all source ratio pairs (see Table 1), giving us a total of
75, 70 and 39 target-event pairs with a minimum of three station
measurements.

Since all of the events in this study have well-constrained in-
dependent, waveform-modelled seismic moment magnitudes from
R.B. Herrmann’s web page, the LFL can be constrained for all pairs
by simply calculating the moment ratio between the two events as
defined by Walter et al. (2017, eq. 3).

The HFL is measured by fitting the high frequency plateau of the
spectral ratio from the highest frequency of the ratio back to the
inflection point of the sigmoid. This inflection point corresponds to
fc2 = ωc2/2π , the corner frequency of the EGF event (Walter et al.
2017).

Next, with estimates of the LFL, HFL and fc2, the large event
corner frequency (fc1 = ωc1/2π ) can be estimated from Walter et al.
(2017) eq. (5) under the assumption that it has a simple Brune-like
shape.

By forming many ratios between each of three target events and
their respective EGFs, we obtain many estimates of the corner fre-
quencies of these reference events (fc1). Figs 3(a)–(c) show the
variability of the corner frequencies of the three target events. A
weighted average is then estimated for each fc1 shown in Table 1
together with their respective standard deviations.

Independent estimates of corner frequency are given by
Malagnini & Munafò (2018) for 361 events of the Amatrice–
Norcia–Visso sequence. Their corner frequency of the first main
shock (24th August at 01:36 UTC) was estimated to be 0.37 Hz, in
good agreement with our result of 0.35 Hz.

A P PA R E N T S T R E S S

Idealized source spectra are then calculated for the three target
events and for a range of apparent stresses using the generalized
omega-square Brune (1970) source model as formulated by Walter
& Taylor (2001). Their model in fact reformulates the stress drop in
terms of apparent stress (Wyss 1970) and a scaling parameter which
allows us to represent the variation of the corner frequency that
does not have to be self-similar. In this case, assuming a constant
stress scaling, the three corner frequencies of Table 1 were used
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Figure 3. (a–c) Plots of the corner frequency values for the target event obtained from each pair (Coloured circles. The colour refers to the number of ratio
data points in a discrete frequency-ratio bin around the average corner frequency value) and the weighted average value represented by horizontal black line.
The corner frequency of the target event 08/24/16 01:36 UTC, Mw = 5.97 was evaluated on the base of 75 spectral ratios, while for the 08/24/16 02:33 UTC,
Mw = 5.29 and 08/24/16 01:56 UTC, Mw = 4.46 events the estimation is based on 70 and 39 events, respectively.

as constraints to find the corresponding three source spectra and
absolute apparent stresses (Figs 4a–c) to be used as reference points
for the following analysis. We also refer to these reference points
as “tie points” in the remainder of this paper. For the two Mw >

5.0 events, an absolute apparent stress of 2 MPa is suitable with
the respective corner frequencies, while for the Mw = 4.46 event
a value of 0.25 MPa is more appropriate with the corresponding
corner frequency.

The HFL and LFL measurements are also used to evaluate the
apparent stress ratios using eq. (10) by Walter et al. (2017) for all
pairs between each target event and their EGFs (70, 75 and 39 pairs
for the Mw = 5.97, 5.29 and 4.46 target events, respectively). This

measurement is independent of the corner frequencies of the two
events in the ratio and from source model assumptions. Using the
moment values to obtain the LFL values and the high frequency
spectral ratio measurements to define the HFL, we can estimate ra-
tios between all the event pairs. This constrains the relative apparent
stress pattern, but a tie point is necessary to constrain the absolute
values. Using the target event’s absolute apparent stress as a tie
point, together with the apparent stress ratios, we obtain apparent
stresses for all the EGF events.

Almost all EGF events were paired with more than one target
event, so for those earthquakes we could get more than one estimate
of apparent stress. In those cases, we consider the estimates obtained
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Figure 4. Panels (a)–(c) represent the assumed Brune (1970) spectra for
each of the three target events calculated for various apparent stress values
(Walter & Taylor 2001), each one plotted with a different colour. The thick
black line is the source spectrum corresponding to the average corner fre-
quency from Figs 3(a)–(c) (represented as a red triangle). Black triangles
are lower or higher corner frequencies that go with other apparent stress
assumptions and their assumed Brune source spectra.

using the Mw = 5.97 event, since the corner frequency of the Mw =
5.97 main shock was evaluated with a lower standard deviation (see
Table 1) and is also verified by the comparison with independent
estimates (e.g. Malagnini & Munafò 2018).

Fig. 5 shows the resulting apparent stress values for the Ama-
trice sequence events as function of seismic moment. The results
show variable stress that increases with increasing seismic moment,
consistent with non-self-similar behaviour. The uncertainties on the
apparent stress values are related to the HFL error measurements to
the 3/2 power (Walter et al. 2017), a significant improvement of this
method over prior, conventional methods. No error bars are shown
for the largest earthquakes because those are the target events used
as tie points. The uncertainties on the target events’ apparent stress

values are proportional to the cube of the standard deviations on the
corner frequency shown in Table 1.

T H E O R E T I C A L R AT I O S

As a further test of consistency, for each event we calculated source
spectra for a set of apparent stress values. Brune (1970) omega-
square source spectra were computed using the Walter & Taylor
(2001) generalized formulation that uses the apparent stress param-
eter as defined by Wyss (1970).

Brune spectral ratios were then evaluated between each target
event and each EGF event assuming both self and non-self-similarity
hypotheses. For the self-similar case, we assumed that the two events
have the same apparent stress. For each apparent stress value, we
calculated the ratio, obtaining a set of ratios for each pair. Next, a
best fit analysis allowed us to define the most appropriate apparent
stress for the two events.

Analogously, for the non-self-similar case, the Brune spectra
were obtained between the target event and each EGF event. The
difference is that for the target event we consider the absolute Brune
spectrum previously calculated (see Fig. 4), so the apparent stress of
the target event is known and fixed. We obtain a set of source ratios,
one for each apparent stress defined for the EGF event, thereby
obtaining the best apparent stress estimate for the EGF events.

In Fig. 6, we show two examples of observed spectral ratios fitted
with self-similar and non-self-similar assumptions. In both cases we
obtain a best fit curve. Note that for the self-similar case the model
seems unable to fit the whole range of frequencies independently
of the assumed apparent stress. On the other hand, for the non-self-
similar case, we can find a model that is able to simultaneously fit
both high and low frequencies.

A comparison between the apparent stresses obtained following
the Walter et al. (2017) methodology and those from the Brune
spectral ratios calculated for the non-self-similar case is shown in
Fig. 7 and reveals a very similar trend.

C O M PA R I S O N W I T H O T H E R S T U D I E S

The source scaling of the 2016–2017 sequence was also investigated
by Malagnini & Munafò (2018) using a spectral ratio technique
based on direct S-waves. They used a large amount of data on a
small area to compensate for the lower stability of direct waves
compared to coda waves (Mayeda & Walter 1996). In this way they
oversampled the same crustal path (Malagnini et al. 2014a) and
obtained stable source estimates.

Comparing their results with our values in terms of corner fre-
quency (Fig. 8a), we observe very good agreement, confirming the
observed stress drop variability for different size earthquakes within
this sequence.

In addition to the analysis of the recent Amatrice–Norcia–Visso
sequence, studies of the source parameters of other sequences that
occurred in the Central Apennines were accomplished by various
researchers (1997–1998 Colfiorito sequence, Malagnini et al. 2008;
2002 San Giuliano di Puglia sequence, Malagnini & Mayeda 2008;
2009 L’Aquila sequence, Pacor et al. 2016; Calderoni et al. 2013).
Despite the different methodologies applied, a change in source
dynamics between small and large events was generally observed
for the Central Apennines. This non-self-similar behaviour was in
many cases estimated following Kanamori & Rivera (2004) who
modified the commonly used self-similar static scaling M0 ∝ fc

−3 to
M0 ∝ fc

−(3+ε), introducing the parameter ε to describe the deviation
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Figure 5. Apparent stress values for the Amatrice sequence obtained using the Walter et al. (2017) procedure. No error bars are shown for the largest
earthquakes because those are the target events used as tie points.

Figure 6. Brune spectral ratios for the self-similar case (left) and non-self-similar case (right) for two pairs of events (08/24/16 01:36 UTC, Mw = 5.97 paired
with 08/26/16 16:05 UTC, Mw = 3.49 and 08/24/16 02:33 UTC, Mw = 5.29 paired with 08/27/16 21:31 UTC, Mw = 3.40). Black solid lines with circle
symbols are the observed coda-spectral ratios, dotted black lines represent ± standard deviation over all stations. The Brune ratio spectra are plotted as coloured
curves as a function of the apparent stress adopted for both events (in the self-similar case) and for the smaller event (not-self-similar case).
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Figure 7. Apparent stress estimations using Walter et al. (2017) methodology (magenta circles) and using Brune spectral ratios for the non-self-similar case
(light blue circles). Error bars are reported only for the Brune spectral ratios. The error bars for the magenta circles are the same as Fig. 5.

Figure 8. (a) Comparison of our results with Malagnini & Munafò (2018) estimations for the Amatrice–Norcia–Visso sequence. (b) Comparison with other
studies in the Central Apennines that try to represent the departure from the self-similarity through the Kanamori & Rivera (2004) model.

from self-similarity. Although Kanamori & Rivera (2004) suggested
that ε <1, more than one study in the Central Apennines showed
higher values. For example, ε value given by Malagnini et al. (2008)
for the Colfiorito sequence was 1.7. Pacor et al. (2016) differentiated
between deep and shallow events (depth ≤ 6 km) obtaining ε = 0.55
for shallow events and 1.37 for deeper events. Malagnini et al. (2008,
2010) suggested that the observed ε > 1 values could be due to the
presence of overpressured fluids that cause the dynamic weakening

of the sampled faults resulting in an increase of the dynamic stress
drop and radiated energy.

A regression analysis on our data provided a lower ε (ε =
0.61±0.22), more close to the 0.55 observed by Pacor et al. (2016)
for the shallow events of the L’Aquila sequence (see Fig. 8b).

A similar ε was also observed by Malagnini & Mayeda (2008)
for the San Giuliano sequence (ε = 0.89). However, their overall
static stress drop estimates were shifted to slightly higher values
relative to our estimates as shown in Fig. 8(b).
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D I S C U S S I O N A N D C O N C LU S I O N S

This study takes advantage of the high-quality data of the recent
Central Apennine sequence that started on 2016 August 24. We
analysed the behaviour of earthquake source scaling within this
region using a methodology based on the measurement of many
two-event coda envelope spectral ratio asymptotic levels (Walter
et al. 2017). In particular, the work focuses on a high-quality data
set composed of 83 events, namely the 2016 August 24 main shock
and some of the following aftershocks that occurred before the
strong events of October 2016 (Amatrice sequence).

There are multiple advantages of the techniques used for our
analysis, such as (i) the measurement stability due to the choice of
using narrow band coda envelopes (Mayeda et al. 2003), (ii) there is
no need to model site effects and attenuation because of the use of the
EGF approach (Mayeda et al. 2007) and (iii) a less spectral model
assumption dependent procedure where the apparent stress ratio is
measured on LFL and HFL. This last point represents the basis of
the Walter et al. (2017) methodology, where the error in determining
apparent stress ratio is proportional to errors in our determination of
(HFL)1.5 instead of the cube of the corner frequency. Moreover, if the
bandwidth of the spectral ratio is sufficient to observe stable spectral
ratio levels, these can be measured at many individual frequency
points and averaged, providing a stable and robust estimation of the
HFL level. Getting an accurate measure of a corner frequency in a
spectral ratio is subject to larger measurement errors and potential
problems with the source model assumption.

For all the events we have independent Mw estimates to constrain
the LFL for all event pairs, while the HFL is estimated through
a best-fit analysis on the observed data. The two frequency levels
allowed us to evaluate both the apparent stress ratio and the corner
frequency ratio (Walter et al. 2017).

The three largest earthquakes of the data set are used as target
events so that coda spectral ratios were computed between each of
these events with all the other aftershocks that could be paired with
them (EGFs), for a total of 184 pairs. This allowed us to have many
estimates of corner frequency for these three events, one for each
pair. The average corner frequency value is then evaluated (Table 1)
and used together with the seismic moment to get the corresponding
absolute spectra and apparent stress (2 MPa for the two Mw > 5.0
events and 0.25 MPa for the Mw = 4.46). These values are then used
as references to estimate the apparent stress and corner frequency
for all the EGFs.

The apparent stress for the Amatrice sequence shows a clear non-
self-similar behaviour (Fig. 5) as the values increase with increasing
seismic moment. This deviation from self-similarity was estimated
through the evaluation of ε parameter following Kanamori & Rivera
(2004). Considering the Mw range of our data (2.72–5.97) we ob-
tained ε = 0.61 ± 0.22.

An alternative estimation of apparent stress was performed to
test the similarity behaviour of the events within this sequence us-
ing Brune spectral ratios calculated under the two hypotheses of
constant and non-constant apparent stress between the two events
in the ratio. Our results demonstrate that it is only possible to fit the
observed data over the entire range of frequencies when we assume
a non-constant apparent stress. As discussed above, the Brune stress
drop is about 4.3 times the apparent stress (Singh & Ordaz 1994),
so to the extent that spectral model fits the Amatrice data, appar-
ent stress scaling implies that the Brune stress drop also follows
non-self-similar behaviour and increases as the seismic moment
increases.

The source scaling in terms of corner frequency was compared
to Malagnini & Munafò (2018) and showed good consistency,
strengthening the hypothesis of a non-self-similar behaviour of
the events within this sequence as two different and independent
methodologies were applied. Furthermore, a comparison with some
Central Apennines source scaling models derived for various seis-
mic sequences (1997–1998 Colfiorito, 2002 San Giuliano di Puglia,
2009 L’Aquila) showed that the Amatrice sequence source scaling is
well represented by the model described by Malagnini et al. (2008)
for the Colfiorito sequence and by Pacor et al. (2016) for L’Aquila
sequence. A different behaviour was instead observed for the San
Giuliano di Puglia sequence.

The departure from the self-similarity observed in this study is
clear for seismic moments lower than 1016 N m (∼Mw = 4.7), while
the behaviour for larger events is not well defined because of the
small number of large earthquakes. The trend may not increase
monotonically and might be consistent with a break at around mag-
nitude 4.5–5.0 as the two largest events have similar apparent stress
values (2 MPa). Such a break was suggested by Malagnini et al.
(2014b) who considered several tens of large magnitude crustal
earthquake sequences globally and found that scaling increased up
to ∼Mw 5.0–5.5 and then became constant for very large events. To
better define the stress behaviour of larger events, we plan to anal-
yse the whole Amatrice–Norcia–Visso sequence, which includes a
larger number of strong events.
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